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1. Introduction
Nowadays it is impossible to begin the process of design
and transformation of a new product in manufacturing enterprises without an accurate estimation of total costs of its
production. A significant influence on the cost consumption
of the production process is exaggerated by designers on
the stage of product development, in which the concept and
functional structure of a product is prepared, and also materials, technology, structure and production process parameters are chosen [1, 2].
The more information about the designed elements is available, the smaller share in product cost belongs to undetermined product costs, which can be seen in figure 1. The
more advanced the manufacturing process, the smaller
chances to decrease prime costs due to large expenses for
process modification [3].
On the stage of product design arises a problem related to
cost estimation in the moment when elements are not yet
definitely designed. Depending on the amount of the available information, more or less precise cost estimation methods are applied, i.e.: intuitive methods, analogical (variant)
methods, analytical methods, statistical and parametric methods. These are called cost estimation methods, as they operate on an incomplete information set needed to determine
final production costs of the designed product [4].
2. Assumptions of the method of proceeding
Analogical (variant) methods allow to determine the costs
of designed products on the basis of similarity with already

manufactured products in a given production system with
the use of classification systems.
The proposed method of cost estimation is based on a formalized description of information about features of construction, manufacturing and organization related to the
designed element, automation methods of technological
processes design (variant design) using methods of group
technology and a model of production costs of machine elements based on Activity Based Costing [5].
The method uses the rules of elements identification,
thanks to which previously designed manufacturing processes of similar elements can be found. For this aim, it is
necessary to build a system describing features of the designed element. The description proposed within the research
assumes a division into constructional (KCOPE), organizational (OCOPE) and manufacturing (WCOPE) features,
which is shown in figure 2.
KCOPE are the most common features and therefore they
are additionally divided into geometric features (GCOPE)
and features related to input material for production (MCOPE). A significant element of the proposed method of describing the designed element are the constructional elementary
objects (KOBE). KOBE are the objects which directly create
constructional shape of the designed element and each of
them is connected to one of the KCOPE.
Manufacturing process search takes place on the basis of
similarity of constructional, manufacturing and organizational features of a new element and the already produced
ones, i.e. on the basis of a parametric description of the designed element, necessary when scanning through the existing base of manufacturing processes, the itinerary process
for a previously designed element,
which is the closest to the new element is found [6]. The approach
which consists of using a database
to find the manufacturing process
for a similar element is called the
variant method. With the manufacturing process of a similar element
and the data about the value of costogenic factors, together with a cost
calculation system, it is possible to
determine manufacturing costs of
a designed element.
The parametric description will later be used when correcting the so
called costogenic factors on the basis of differences between parameters of the designed element and its
closest counterpart.

Fig. 1. The Paradox of cost estimation. Source: [3]
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Fig. 2. Designation and division of features describing machine element
3. Determining the volume of direct actions
The first stage of production costs estimation for designed
elements is to determine the value of cost components
which create production cost structure. The presented
example assumes the methodology of cost determination
based on Activity Based Costing. The basic components of
production costs in this methodology are costs of direct actions, which are cost drivers assigned to the produced elements. Costs of direct action are needed to determine costs
of cost objects, e.g. COPE, elements, sets, products, etc.
On the basis of the information available in financial-accounting systems about costs encumbered in previous periods, information on the presence of separate activities in
the sample production system, costs of direct actions have
been determined, as shown in table 1.
By means of the determined unit values of measure rates of
direct action units the way of generating approximate costs
for the designed element will be presented.
4. Variant cost estimation
The proposed methodology departs from the traditional
principle of coding information about features of manufactured elements and storing the information in form of
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a classification code, but uses a complete set of information
about the features of manufactured element generated in
a previous phase and features of model elements. The data
is stored in a database of features describing manufactured
elements (COPE) and the COPE database for model elements, which is completed in the course of system functioning. Data about manufacturing processes assigned to model elements is taken from databases of the CAPP system.
Methodology is based on a three-level identification structure, which uses picture identification basing on class models, represented by the elements recorded in the COPE database, by means of the minimum distance method, for
which the Canberra metric is probability measure for the
compared elements. The first level of identification arbitrarily determines the kind of production object that the designed element belongs to. Next, on the basis of a set of features describing the elements from a given kind of production
object, and a set of characteristics describing the designed
element an attributive code of features is created in form of
a zero-one vector [7].
The mentioned vector is then compared with analogical
vectors of model elements and a technological type is determined, whose model is the most similar to the designed element. This step is connected to separating a sub-set of model elements, which are the closest to the designed element
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Table. 1. Costs of direct action  a fragment
from the point of view of COPE common features with the
designed element  i.e. a weighted sum of common features
of the designed element and model elements.
The next step is to choose the element, for which the Canberra metric value, determined on the basis of values of parameters describing COPE of this element and the designed
element, is the lowest. During the last stage a set of parameter values of the manufacturing process is chosen, and then,
on the basis of a set of cost drivers of the variant model of
cost determination, a variant set of cost drivers values is
determined  figure 3.
Departing from information comparison in form of classification codes for the sake of comparing complete sets of information about features of manufactured elements on the
one hand improved the quality of searching for similar elements, but on the other, it significantly increased the amount
of processed information. Higher number of the compared
parameters, and, consequently, increased equipment requirements caused the need to divide the identification process in
the proposed methodology into several steps.
5. Conclusions
Values of prime costs of machine elements depend on values of parameters of constructional, manufacturing and organizational features determined on the stage of production
processes design.
Accuracy of methods basing on variant approach on creating
a set of cost drivers values is dependent on proximity of the
designed element and the so called variant element, which is
significantly influenced by the number of variant elements,
for which data is stored in databases of the CAPP system.
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The proposed methods require full implementation of activity based costing in an enterprise, operation of the CAPP
system with an up-to-date base of technological possibilities of the production system and analysis of constructional
documentation to create a base of features describing the
designed elements. The proposed solutions were adapted to
production systems operating in conditions of unit and
small series production.
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Fig. 3. Estimated variant cost of the designed element
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Abstract:
Nowadays it is impossible for a manufacturer to start the
process of designing and manufacturing a new product without careful estimation of its total production costs. In order to prevent too high expenses for launching the production of future products, their costs must be estimated as
promptly and precisely as possible. To this end, a method
was proposed of describing constructional, technological
and organizational features of elements during the process
of their design and, in connection to assigning costs to activities, mathematical models were constructed for identifying cost drivers, which are key to evaluating the costs of
elements designed.

jego ca³kowitych kosztów produkcji. W celu unikniêcia
zbyt du¿ych nak³adów rodków pieniê¿nych na uruchomienie produkcji przysz³ych produktów, konieczne jest szybkie
i w miarê dok³adne oszacowanie kosztów tych produktów,
jak tylko to jest mo¿liwe. Opis cech konstrukcyjnych, wytwarzania i organizacyjnych projektowanych elementów
dokonywany w trakcie zapisu konstrukcji wraz z metod¹
kalkulacji kosztów opart¹ o rachunek kosztów dzia³añ pozwalaj¹ na okrelenie zbiorów wartoci noników kosztów,
które s¹ podstaw¹ szacowania kosztów projektowanych
elementów.
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OKRELANIE KOSZTÓW NA ETAPIE PROJEKTOWANIA PROCESÓW PRODUKCYJNYCH
S³owa kluczowe:
szacowanie kosztów produkcji, rachunek kosztów dzia³añ.
Streszczenie:
Obecnie w przedsiêbiorstwach produkcyjnych rozpoczêcie procesu projektowania i przetwarzania dla nowego
produktu jest niemo¿liwe bez dok³adnego oszacowania
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